In vivo measurement of bone mineral content of mandibles by dual-photon absorptiometry.
The purpose of this study was 1) to reveal the short- and long-term precision of noninvasive in vivo measurements of bone mineral content (BMC) in larger and smaller parts of mandibles and in forearm bones by a new two-dimensional dual-photon attenuation system GT45; 2) to develop normal reference values and ranges for mandibular BMC in individuals between 20-40 yr of age without known systemic diseases and with normal oral state, (n = 56, F:M = 1:1), and 3) to relate mandibular BMC with forearm bone BMC, sex and age, by comparing BMC values of a well-defined normal old test group (n = 24, F:M = 1:1, 70-81 yr of age) with the normal reference values. The analyses indicated: 1) the in vivo short- and long-term precision of the methods is high. 2) BMC of mandibles and forearm bones is significantly related to sex and age (P less than 0.01, and in mandibles of young females/males: P = 0.02). 3) BMC in mandibles and forearm bones is significantly correlated in both age groups (P less than 0.01) with relatively weak coefficients of correlation. GT45 may be used to follow BMC changes in mandibles in groups or single individuals after surgical treatment and to evaluate sex and age dependent BMC changes in mandibles and forearm bones.